Welsh School of Architecture
- MA Architectural Design
- Master of Design Administration (MDA)
- MSc Building Diagnostics for Energy and Environmental Performance (BDEEP)
- MSc Computational Methods in Architecture
- MSc Environmental Design of Buildings
- MSc Sustainable Building Conservation
- MSc Sustainable Mega-Buildings

Cardiff Business School
- MSc Business Strategy and Entrepreneurship
- MSc Human Resource Management
- MSc International Human Resource Management
- MSc Logistics and Operations Management
- MSc Maritime Policy and Shipping Management
- MSc Social Science Research Methods (Management and Business Studies)
- MSc Strategic Marketing
- MSc Sustainable Supply Chain Management

School of Chemistry
- MSc Biological Chemistry
- MSc Catalysis
- MSc in Advanced Chemistry
- MSc in Medicinal Chemistry

School of Computer Science & Informatics
- MSc Advanced Computer Science
- MSc Advanced Computer Science with Placement
- MSc Computing
- MSc Computing and IT Management
- MSc Computing and IT Management with Placement
- MSc Computing with Placement
- MSc Information Security and Privacy
- MSc Social Data Science
- MSc Software Engineering

School of Dentistry
- Master of Clinical Dentistry (Endodontology)
- Master of Clinical Dentistry (Prosthodontics)
- MSc Implantology
- MSc Oral Biology
- MSc Tissue Engineering
- MScD Orthodontics

School of Earth and Ocean Sciences
- MSc Applied Environmental Geology

School of Engineering
- MSc Building and Infrastructure Information Modelling (BIM) for Smart Engineering
- MSc Civil and Geo-environmental Engineering
- MSc Civil and Water Engineering
- MSc Civil Engineering
- MSc Communication Technology and Entrepreneurship
- MSc Compound Semiconductor Electronics
- MSc Electrical Energy Systems
- MSc in Advanced Mechanical Engineering
- MSc Manufacturing Engineering Innovation & Management
- MSc Structural Engineering
- MSc Sustainable Energy and Environment
- MSc Wireless & Microwave Communication Engineering
- MSc Wireless & Microwave Communication Engineering with a Research Year
- MSc Wireless and Microwave Communication Engineering with a Year in Industry

School of English, Communication and Philosophy
- MA Applied Linguistics
- MA English Literature
- MA Forensic Linguistics
- MA in Creative Writing
- MA Language and Communication Research
- MA Language and Linguistics
- MA Language Communication Research (PhD Progression)(1+3)
- MA Philosophy

School of Geography and Planning
- MSc City Futures
- MSc Eco-Cities
- MSc in Environment and Development
- MSc in Food Politics and Sustainability
- MSc International Planning and Development
- MSc International Planning and Urban Design
- MSc Spatial Planning and Development
- MSc Sustainability Planning and Environmental Policy
- MSc Transport and Planning
- MSc Urban and Regional Development

School of Healthcare Sciences
- MSc Advanced Practice
- MSc Advanced Practice (Community Health Studies)
- MSc Advanced Practice (Education for Health Professionals)
- MSc Advanced Practice (Non-Medical Prescribing)
• MSc Community Health Studies (SPQ)
• MSc Managing Care in Perioperative and Anaesthesia Practice
• MSc Occupational Therapy
• MSc Physiotherapy
• MSc Radiography
• MSc Sport and Exercise Physiotherapy

School of History, Archaeology and Religion
• MA Ancient and Medieval Warfare
• MA Ancient History
• MA Archaeology
• MA Early Celtic Studies
• MA History
• MA History & Archaeology of the Greek and Roman World
• MA Islam in Contemporary Britain
• MA Late Antique and Byzantine Studies
• MA Medieval British Studies
• MA Religious Studies (Religious Studies)
• MA Welsh History
• MSc Archaeological Science
• MSc Care of Collections
• MSc Conservation Practice
• MSc Professional Conservation
• MTh Theology

School of Journalism, Media and Culture
• MA Broadcast Journalism
• MA Cultural and Creative Industries
• MA Digital Media and Society
• MA Magazine Journalism
• MA News Journalism
• MA Political Communication
• MSc Computational and Data Journalism

School of Law and Politics
• LLM (Generic)
• LLM European Legal Studies
• LLM Governance and Devolution
• LLM Human Rights Law
• LLM Intellectual Property Law
• LLM International Commercial Law
• LLM Law and Governance of the European Union
• LLM Legal and Political Aspects of International Affairs
• LLM Shipping Law
• LLM Social Care Law
• MScEcon International Relations
• MScEcon Politics and Public Policy
• MScEcon Welsh Government and Politics

School of Mathematics
• MSc Data Science and Analytics
• MSc Mathematics
• MSc Operational Research and Applied Statistics
• MSc Operational Research, Applied Statistics and Financial Risk

School of Medicine
• MPH Master Public Health
• MSc Ageing Health and Disease
• MSc Bioinformatics
• MSc Bioinformatics and Genetic Epidemiology
• MSc Clinical Dermatology
• MSc Medical Education

School of Modern Languages
• MA Global Culture and Creativity
• MA Translation Studies

School of Music
• MA Music

School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences
• MSc Cancer, Biology and Therapeutics

School of Physics & Astronomy
• MSc Astrophysics
• MSc Compound Semiconductors Physics
• MSc Data Intensive Astrophysics
• MSc Data Intensive Physics
• MSc Physics

School of Psychology
• MSc in Neuroimaging: Methods and Applications
• MSc Social Science Research Methods (Psychology & Cognitive Science)

School of Social Sciences
• MSc Childhood and Youth
• MSc Cities
• MSc Crime, Safety and Justice
• MSc Education, Policy and Society
• MSc in Science Communication
• MSc Social and Public Policy
• MSc Social Science
• MSc Social Science Research Methods (Criminology)
• MSc Social Science Research Methods (Educational Studies)
• MSc Social Science Research Methods (Environmental Planning)
• MSc Social Science Research Methods (International Relations)
• MSc Social Science Research Methods (Management and Business Studies)
• MSc Social Science Research Methods (Politics)
• MSc Social Science Research Methods (Psychology)
• MSc Social Science Research Methods (Science and Technology Studies)
• MSc Social Science Research Methods (Social Policy)
• MSc Social Science Research Methods (Social Work)
• MSc Social Science Research Methods (Social-Legal) (Law)
• MSc Social Science Research Methods (Sociology)
• Professional Graduate Cert. in Education in Post-Compulsory Education & Training (PCET)

School of Welsh
• MA Welsh & Celtic Studies